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                Centric Health Clinic

                Your Health, at the heart of everything we do
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                    About us

                    Centric Health in numbers

                    A premier healthcare team in Ireland. Our dedicated doctors, nurses, psychologists and support teams work together to provide exceptional care for you. 
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                patients we are privileged to care for
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                helping patients lead healthy lives
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                people employed, including 250 GPs, 300 nurses and support staff
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                of primary care across Ireland, Germany and the Netherlands
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                        Find the clinic in your region

                        Learn more about Centric Health clinic locations or choose a specific location.
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                        Get a specialist treatment

                        Specialist Medical and Mental Health Services
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                                78 services
                                General Medical Care  @ Centric Health

                                Find out about our comprehensive range of medical services.  With a focus on preventative healthcare, we work with and listen to our patients to keep them healthy in mind and body
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                                6 services
                                Mental Health

                                Find out about our comprehensive range of medical services.  With a focus on preventative healthcare, we work with and listen to our patients to keep them healthy in mind and body. 
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                                9 services
                                Women’s Health @ Centric Health

                                Services for women, including menopause, reproductive health and screenings
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                                7 services
                                Dermatology @ Centric Health

                                Care for various skin conditions, including diagnosis, treatment
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                                2 services
                                Health Assessments @ Centric Health

                                Evaluations of an individual's physical and mental well-being
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                                1 services
                                Joint Injections @ Centric Health Practices

                                Joint injections are used to treat muscle and joint inflammation in many areas of the body, such as the finger, toe, wrist, ankle, shoulder, hip, knee, and tendons
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                            What patients say

                            Reviews written by our patients

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                
                            

                        


                    

                

                
                        
                            
                                
                                    "Excellent GP practice. Very minimal waiting times and have found all GPs I have seen to be very caring and focused on meeting my needs. Reception staff are very friendly and efficient. I never have difficulty getting an appointment as there are many GPs here. Highly recommend."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient,  Grafton Medical, March 2020

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Great service with very caring staff - We joined about 6 months ago as we had a newborn. Great service and always take time to listen to what you need and will always do their best to fit you in for an appointment. Highly recommend!"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient,  Blackrock Medical, January 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Dr Olinger and Dr Flynn are probably two of the best doctors I have ever come  across. They both go to the bitter end to help and diagnose your problems. The two ladies on the reception or so helpful and very pleasant to deal with, Always willing to help. Thank you for your kind support over the years."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Village Medical Centre 2020

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Have traveled the world and have yet to come across a practice as wholesome as this one. It's utterly refreshing to have a GP who's genuine and takes the time to listen."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Sutton Medical, 2020

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "I trust Dr. Gray with my life - literally. I am a patient of hers for over 15 years. She is so thorough and so caring. Excellent doctor."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient,  Corbally Medical Centre, June 2019

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Excellent care for over 40 years. Life saved 3 years ago by brilliant doctor who knows me well enough to spot that something strange and dangerous was happening. Thank you Jim."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Sheehan Medical, Oct '19

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Been with Dr. Yelverton my whole life he's a great doctor. Very professional, trustworthy & supporting in any problem I've had."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient,  Bryanstown Medical, October 2022

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "I have to give a 5 star review for today's experience with the Glasnevin Family Practice. I was lucky to get assigned to GP, she takes time listening to what patients have to say, and doing full examination patiently, she is very professional and mostly importantly she makes the patients feel they are being taken care of, she is one of the nicest doctors I have come across!"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient,  Glasnevin Family Practice, 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "The doctor's, nurses & whole team are fantastic!!"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient,  Tyrrelstown Medical, June 2020

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Had a great experience coming in today, the staff were so courteous and helpful and made everything very straight forward"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Citywest Medical, March 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Excellent services provided went above and beyond to facilitate when required"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Athy Medical, 2021

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Highly recommend this clinic. Very friendly and helpful ladies at the reception. Dr Sarah Whelan is wonderful, she patiently addressed all of my questions and concerns."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Blessington Medical, July 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "I attended this practice today and my experience was excellent. I saw the manager of the practice who was so kind and patient and booked me in for all my appointments and really went above and beyond for me. I had my appointment with Dr Sheila Bloomquist who was so caring and attentive towards me. She really took the time and addressed any issues or problems I was having. She was extremely thorough and I genuinely felt like she cared about helping me and I didn’t feel rushed in any way. I would definitely recommend this practice, it was one of the best experiences I’ve had at a GP."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Castleknock Village Medical, May 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "I have been visiting this medical center constantly for the last year. You can make an appointment easily and at a convenient time. You can wait a week for an appointment with a GP, but for so many people this is quite understandable. The staff is incredibly friendly and always ready to help. In general, quite satisfied"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Celbridge Medical, June 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Dr Palmer has been our family doctor for over four years and I couldn’t be happier to recommend her. She’s very thorough and takes time to fully understand any issues. She is also fantastic with my children and has made visits with them very stress free.."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Clifton Court Medical, February 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Personal dedicated care, exacting professional standards in a timely fashion."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Doonmoon Medical, April 2020

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "From reception staff to the nurses to the doctors, I have always found this clinic to be fantastic. I have just recently had my second baby and the antenatal care and postnatal care has been excellent. Both my babies have received excellent care. You don’t always get the same doctor or nurse, but I see that as a good thing - always good to get different opinions and ideas.."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Borimhe Medical, July 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "I'm so glad to have found a medical clinic in my area that I can communicate with and visit whenever I need to. My son's GP and my GP are there. The staff members are friendly, respectful, professional and considerate. I highly recommend ."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Dundrum Medical, November 2022

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "We're so fortunate in Co. Clare to have access to Dr Máire Finn's expertise and experience. Dr Finn is personable, empathetic and extremely passionate about patient care. Always well researched and up to date; it's wonderful to have a GP who really listens and who you can trust implicitly. Highly recommended."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Ennis Medical, October 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Really helpful, and very nice people. Would absolutely recommend."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Finglas Medical, 2022

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Excellent service and very helpful and efficient from making the appointment to the Doctor visit.  Would highly recommend."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Headfort Family Practice, June 2019

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Amazing experience. Staff always make you feel so comfortable and at ease"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Hilltop Medical, March 2024

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Very experienced and helpful staff . Dr Kate McCoy is so easy to talk too . She put me at ease straight away !"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Kilcullen Medical, October 2022

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Dr Toiréas Moriarty was amazing to deal with, very warm, knowledgeable and I never felt rushed like I always have with other doctors. Would highly recommend.!"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Knocknacarra Medical Centre, Oct 2022

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Very nice receptionist, nurse and GP."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Manor Mills Medical March '20

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "My family and I have been a member of this practice for the last 2 years and have always had a great experience. We've been in a lot with the small kids and every member of staff has always been so helpful and kind with them! Would absolutely recommend to anyone."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                 Patient, Medina Medical 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Clean, very professional. Great facility to have in the area."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Navan Road Medical and Dental, Dec 2017

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "One of the best practices in Dublin! The service is second to none. Dr. Warlow was very thorough and followed up with a phone call a couple of days later. 5 stars!"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Raheny Medical, Oct 2020

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Excellent, all Doctors and staff look after you so well."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Ranelagh Medical, Jan 2019

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "All of the staff here are absolutely wonderful and really do try their very best to accommodate you even when they're very busy"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Roscam Medical, 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "I have been attending Terenure medical since 1997 and have always found the service excellent and very patient friendly."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Terenure Medical, January 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "A great team of doctors, nurses and administrative staff, with a fantastic level of knowledge and expertise. Would recommend the surgery for anyone in the community and surrounding areas."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Wherlands Lane Medical, 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Got my flu injection from Nurse Muriel she is so gentle and kind a lovely woman. She really puts you at ease. Jennifer and Karen the receptionist are so efficient and very hard working. Always greet you with a smile. There worth there weight in gold "

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Lusk Medical, October 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Really good doctor never feel rushed or brushed off very friendly and caring and thorough."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Trim Medical

                                                July 2019

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Joined this practice when I moved to Galway and can honestly say that they continue to exceed my expectations. I have had a number of health issues not only with myself but with elderly relatives and have been more then happy with the care I have received from everyone there. Cannot recommend enough."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Lusk Medical Centre, 2022

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Amazing friendly staff,  hard working and very dedicated to patients, visitors and their job...I salute you "

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Newbridge Medical, 2022

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Thank You Dr Moran & Staff. I’ve been attending NorthGate Surgery  for almost 20yrs and I’ve always had a pleasant( dare I say ) enjoyable experience. Excellent Reception Staff who know their job and are always the most helpful & kind."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Northgate Surgery, 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "I have been going to this practice for many years and I have never had a problem, they are always happy to help. The staff on reception are great at trying to fit you in last minute if they can."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Old Bawn Medical, 2022

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Fantastic people working there! They really go above and beyond!"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Palmerstown Park Medical, Feb 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Very thorough and caring professionals."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Raheen Medical, 2022

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Very good doctor practice with brilliant doctors and nurses."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient,  Rosehill Medical Centre, 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "The best team of doctors (especially Dr. David/Dr. Alex) and very nice supporting staff. Most of the time they accommodate you on same day, if it is urgent. Staff at the desk (for ex; Caroline) are very compassionate and helpful all the time"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Sligo Medical, 2021

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Modern and relaxing medical centre...busy but they will always fit you in..."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Southern Cross Medical, August 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Excellent Courteous Caring facility"

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, St James's Gate, September 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Was in with Dr. Cross today .I thought he was excellent   I felt very comfortable with him. Very friendly and thorough. He also took the time to check my file before seen me. Very happy..."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, The Plaza Clinic, August 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "From the receptionist to the nurses and doctors, very nice and professional people. Highly recommend."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, The Square Medical, September 2022

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Fantastic service, all staff very nice and professional. Made the whole experience much better then I had expected. Dr. Nick is very good and knows how to put his patients at ease in what can obviously be a stressful situation. Would definitely recommend. Thanks to all the team."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Tobin Healthcare Centre, August 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    "Such a lovely team of drs, nurses and frontline/admin staff! We’re always greeted with a friendly smile - and the appointments run on time."

                                    
                                        
                                            


                                        

                                        
                                                Patient, Wexford Medical Centre, June 2023

                                        

                                    

                            

                        

                

                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        
                    

                


            

        

    

    
        
            
                    Other opportunities

                    Work with Centric Health
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                                    Corporate Healthcare

                                    Get customised focused healthcare for insurers, employers and universities

                            

                                
                                    Learn more
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                                    Explore career opportunities

                                    Get the healthcare job that makes you proud, putting better patient care at the centre of everything you do

                            

                                
                                    Learn more
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                                    Partnership for doctors

                                    Get the best healthcare partner that allows you to focus on your patients, not the paperwork

                            

                                
                                    Learn more

                                    
                                

                        

                    
            

        

    



    
        
            
                
                    Health & Wellness Blog
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                                    October 26, 2023

                                    
                                        The Top 5 Health Questions every Man should ask his Father
                                    

                                    
                                        Our genetic make-up is a key indicator of what, if any, illnesses we may encounter throughout our lives. As preventative healthcare is becoming more effective at either delaying or preventing inherited illnesses, it is very important to know your family medical history and share this information with your GP. 
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                                    October 26, 2023

                                    
                                        Facing Reality: 8 ways to Cope with Denial 
                                    

                                    
                                        Denial is a common human defense mechanism that helps us avoid facing uncomfortable truths or difficult emotions. 
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                                    October 26, 2023

                                    
                                        Headache or Migraine: Ways to Distinguish Between the Two
                                    

                                    
                                        Headaches and migraines are often used interchangeably, but they are distinct conditions with varying causes, symptoms and treatments. 
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                                    October 26, 2023

                                    
                                        Why Women Should Monitor Bone Density 
                                    

                                    
                                        Monitoring bone density is essential for women of all ages and here's why. 
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                                    October 25, 2023

                                    
                                        The Best Exercises for Bone Health as we get Older
                                    

                                    
                                        The Best Exercises for Bone Health as we get Older
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                                    October 25, 2023

                                    
                                        Why Am I So Tired? Understanding Fatigue
                                    

                                    
                                        Fatigue, weariness, low energy – these are common feelings that many people experience at times when they just can't seem to muster the energy to do anything. Fatigue is more than simply feeling sleepy.  It can be physical weariness, mental fog and emotional lack of motivation. There are many causes of fatigue that are easy to recognise, but others can be caused by medical conditions, age, or life changes.
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                                    October 24, 2023

                                    
                                        Connecting the Dots: How Anxiety Raises Heart Health Risk in Men 
                                    

                                    
                                        Anxiety is a common condition that affects millions of people worldwide and its impact on overall health is profound. Recent studies have shown that anxiety can have a particularly significant effect on men's heart health, increasing their risk of cardiovascular problems.
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                                    October 24, 2023

                                    
                                        Understanding Testosterone: Are Your Levels Normal for Optimal Men's Health? 
                                    

                                    
                                        How Low Testosterone Levels Affect Mens' Lives
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                                    October 24, 2023

                                    
                                        Tired of forgetting where you put your Keys? 
                                    

                                    
                                        10 Simple Hacks to Improve Focus and Memory 
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                                    October 24, 2023

                                    
                                        Craving Comfort: Junk Food Addiction in Women  
                                    

                                    
                                        Junk food—it's tantalising, easily accessible, and often provides a momentary sense of comfort. While occasional indulgence isn't a problem, some women find themselves trapped in a cycle of junk food addiction that can have a significant impact on their mental and physical health.   
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                                    October 24, 2023

                                    
                                        Boost Your Health with Magnesium-Rich Foods 
                                    

                                    
                                        Magnesium is a mighty mineral that plays a vital role in keeping your body healthy and happy. It helps your muscles work, makes your brain boost cognitive abilities and even results in stronger bones. But here is the kicker: your body cannot make magnesium on its own. So, it's up to you to get enough of this essential nutrient from your diet. 
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                                        Hypothyroidism and Dementia Misdiagnosis as we age
                                    

                                    
                                         Why older people with a very underactive thyroid gland can sometimes be misdiagnosed as having dementia.
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                                        Are Kids with ADHD really just Bold, Lazy and Badly Behaved?
                                    

                                    
                                        Are Kids with ADHD really just bold, lazy and badly behaved?
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                                        Mental Fitness: Get your head in the game
                                    

                                    
                                        We often hear about the importance of physical fitness and how maintaining a healthy body improves our lifespan.   So while we can extend our life expectancy by improving our physical health, our mental fitness is fundamentally important if we also want to improve our quality of life.
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                                        Get ready for Winter with the Flu Vaccine
                                    

                                    
                                        Avoid the flu this winter by getting the Flu vaccine early.
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                                        Centric Health and Enterprise Ireland Collaboration
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                                        Pouring From An Empty Cup? How to start filling it back up.
                                    

                                    
                                        Many people feel exhausted, drained, angry, tired, and depressed by the end of the day. Fatigue can set in a few hours after getting up, and there isn’t enough coffee in the world to wake up fully. Everything you do is a struggle to complete and your once enthusiastic self doesn’t see joy in anything. 
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                                        The Newman Fellowship PHD Sponsorship
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                                        Centric Health Research Study with Beacon Hospital
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                                        Anxiety and Panic Overload
                                    

                                    
                                        Everyone worries or gets scared sometimes. If you feel extremely worried or afraid much of the time, or if you repeatedly feel panicky, you may have an anxiety disorder. 
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                                        Does Early Menopause Increase the Risk of Dementia? 
                                    

                                    
                                        Dementia is a condition that affects millions of people worldwide and understanding its risk factors is essential for early detection and prevention. In recent years, there has been growing interest in the potential link between early menopause and dementia.  
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                                        5 Tips to Protect Your Young Children This Winter
                                    

                                    
                                        Winter illnesses are usually mild, but they can be more serious for young children and vulnerable family members. Here are five ways to keep your children under age five healthy this season:
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                                        The Transformative Influence of Social Connections on Mental Health
                                    

                                    
                                        The Transformative Influence of Social Connections on Mental Health
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                                        Why Sleep is incredibly important for children's development
                                    

                                    
                                        Sleep is critically important for children for several reasons, as it plays a fundamental role in their physical, emotional, and cognitive development. Here are some key reasons why sleep is essential for children:
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                                        Causes of Chronic Stomach Pain in Children (with Solutions!) 
                                    

                                    
                                        Chronic Stomach Pain in Children - Causes and Solutions
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